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And in all things . . . T H I N K

FINANCIALLY

1. BRAND YOUR TEAM

Objective: Give your team a motivating identity!
Questions to challenge:
Does your department have one solid name or several informal ones? Does the name influence how your team approaches each day? Does it influence how other departments view
and address your team? When was it updated last? Does your team take pride in the name?
Problems we commonly see: 1) Old school, tradition-based names typically keep the team
from thinking forward; 2) Without an identity, each buying day will be a duplicate of the past;
3) Teams are likely to stay in defense mode if old school methods remain.
Effective Examples: Inventory Investment Group, Inventory Analyst Team, Investment Buying Group, Inventory Management & Investment Group.

Steps to take:
1. Determine your strengths and opportunities.
2. Create your identity and brand.
3. Develop a mission statement for the team.
4. Utilize this unique identity in everything you do.
5. Identify the communications leader of the team.

Tools available:
SWOT: Analyze your strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats
S to O: Pursue opportunities that are a good fit to the
team’s strengths.
W to T: Have a plan to prevent weaknesses from
exposing threats

Choose an
identity that
motivates your
team to deliver
results daily
to the stakeholders of the
organization.

2. POSITION THE ROLE

Objective: Make the position a destination. Make it an attractive career.
Questions to challenge:
Are people jumping to, or from your department? Does the title clearly state the importance of
the position? Does the position balance both responsibility and reward?
Problems we commonly see: 1) Title - In a past surveys, over 90% of inventory leaders
stated that the title of their inventory professionals did not motivate them to achieve profitable
success; 2) The role is too commonly a stepping stone to other areas; 3) Weak hiring in the
past has defined the position.
Take steps to be great: Create an outline as if you were building the department and team
from the beginning. Visit companies that you believe are doing things really well.

Steps to take:
1. Build a bulleted list of position goals & objectives.
2. Create a new outline or description of the position.
3. Choose titles that remind them daily of their mission.
4. Use the new outline to create a new job advertisement.
Position challenge: Is this your company yet?

Choose
motivating
titles for the
investors of
your
organization

3. HIRE THE BEST

Objective: Recruit aggressively. Filter selectively.
Questions to challenge:
Do you panic hire? Do you recruit ahead of the need? Is the effort balanced between recruiting and screening? Do you have a large enough pool of applicants when you search? Does
your HR team realize the importance of the role?
Problems we commonly see: 1) Poorly positioned role minimizes interest; 2) Poor job advertisements; 3) Lack of support and understanding from HR; 4) Not screening long enough;
5) Not involving enough people in the interview process; 6) A lack of testing; 7) Lack of a
hiring strategy.
Take steps to be great: Coordinate with local colleges to build a pipeline. Provide internships.

Steps to take:
1. Strengthen your job advertisement.
2. Create an outline for hiring consistency.
3. Broaden your team that meets with candidates.
4. Connect with local colleges.
5. Consider internships.
6. Provide testing during the process.
Tools available:
Prove-It Buyer Hiring Test: An on-line testing tool
during the interview process that includes analytics
and behavioral style analysis.
Blue Ridge Buyer Certification Program: This
program is available for candidates who have
experience buying on a system.

The
foundational
step in the
good to great
process is to
get the right
people on the
bus!

4. PROFILE YOUR TEAM

Objective: Know the individuals & the make-up of your team.
Questions to challenge:
Do you know what makes each team member tick? Which team members are detail oriented
and which are big-picture focused? Who is better suited to pioneer advanced seasonality ideas and who is more effective working with suppliers?
Problems we commonly see: 1) The biggest pitfall is trying to manage each individual the
same way; 2) Not understanding their make-up makes it hard to guide them on a career path.
Take steps to be great: Provide testing and coaching. Align their future and their development plan with knowledge about their styles. Provide development that is often reserved only
for managers.

Steps to take:
1. Choose a ‘behavior profiles’ testing & education program
2. Give the on-line 20 minute tests to your team.
3. Provide an educational session that helps them understand their
profiles, as well as how to work effectively with other profiles.
4. Utilize the profile knowledge when coaching your team.
5. Create balanced groups when building project teams.
6. Utilize the information when providing career guidance
Tools available:
DiSC: www.internalchange.com Utilized by the
Blue Ridge team. A solid, straight-forward program.
Myers & Briggs: www.myersbriggs.org An even
more in-depth analysis tool.
FLAG Page: www.flagpagetest.com

Behavioral
profile
analysis and
education will
help your
team learn
how to
navigate
through their
environments
most
effectively.

5. DEVELOP INTENTLY

Objective: Create a strategy to keep talent for 10 years and more.
Questions to challenge:
Are people staying in the department? Are they growing? Is there an ongoing development
strategy? Is development balanced between systems and professional skills training?
Problems we commonly see: 1) Too busy to develop!; 2) Development strategy stops after
the initial weeks on board; 3) Development is limited to systems; 4) People who do not feel
they are growing will leave.
Take steps to be great: Plan as though your talent will stay at least 10 years. Determine
what that will take. Provide education normally reserved for managers. Go outside if you don’t
have the training resources inside. Take a look at what your sales department is doing.

Steps to take:
1. Identify all skills required to perform the role at a high level
2. Lay out a development plan that includes:
- Systems education
- Professional skills development
- Behavioral analysis and education
- Introduction to other departments within the organization
- Financial education
Tools available:
Blue Ridge Buyer Passport: A guide for your inventory
professionals

Create an
environment
of
continuous
development
for your
team.

6. PROVIDE A CAREER PATH

Objective: Construct a roadmap that matches individual profiles with a career path.
Questions to challenge:
Is there a career path clearly visible for your team? Is there an opportunity to grow over time
and still stay in the department? Can you keep top replenishment talent motivated through salary, bonus and appropriate titles?
Problems we commonly see: 1) Promoting individuals into the wrong positions; 2) Not
providing your talent with the development opportunities that will fill in gaps and help them
grow.
Take steps to be great: Continuously have career discussions with your individuals. Provide
projects that allow them to grow and experiment in new areas.

Steps to take:
1. Build a matrix of opportunities in your organization
2. Determine all of the potential directions they can grow
Inside your department and outside
3. Match opportunities with skills and experience required
4. Determine the education methods to help improve those skills
Tools available:
Career Path Matrix

Ensure that
your people
can enjoy a
long career
Without
leaving your
department.

7. SECURE YOUR CHAMPION

Objective: Do whatever it takes to secure a great player in this role!
Questions to challenge:
Can you state the your success is guaranteed because of the person you have in that role? Is
your Champion moving the team forward every year? Is your Champion connecting with other
departments and leaders in other companies?
Problems we commonly see: 1) Believing the role is only needed during the initial year of
implementation; 2) Simply giving the role to the ‘best user’ of your system, who might not
have all of the other skills required; 3) Not aggressively driving their development; 4) Not replacing the role if the individual moves on.
Take steps to be great: Like great American football teams, find your franchise quarterback!
Don’t stop until you find them.

Steps to take:
Find a player that fits the Champion’s Profile. This individual:
- Has been successful using your buying system.
- Is adept with tools and systems
- Possesses excellent relational skills
- Handles responsibilities maturely
- Comfortably interacts outside the department
- Positively represents the face of the department
- Exhibits sound listening and coaching skills
- Wants the position!
Tools available:
Champions Seminar: The Blue Ridge seminar for leaders of
Inventory teams and Champions. A must-attend program.
Champions Toolkit: A disc of tools and documents received at the
Champions’ Program.

The two keys
to success
are a strong
Champion and
solid
management
support.

8. 8PERFORM
GROWTHAS BLUE CHIPS

Objective: Ensure that your team follows the Blue Chip Buyer (BCB) Process.
Questions to challenge:
Are there one or more buyers that you would like to clone? If you could clone your best, what
would the results be? Do some buyers complete replenishment well ahead of the others? Is
there a best-practice guide that everyone is following?
Problems we commonly see: 1) Buyers living deep in the detail, afraid to pull out and live
strategically; 2) Companies not documenting why their best buyers are successful in an effort
to repeat that success; 3) A lack of a reward process for following best practice or a penalty
for not.
Take steps to be great: Put a plan in place to have 75% or more of your team following the
Blue Chip Buyer process within 9 months. Combine this with the proper education and coaching.

Steps to take:
1. Secure a copy of the Blue Chip Buyer Process outline
2. Customize a best-practice version to match your team
3. Determine how far away your team is from performing at this level
4. Put an education / coaching plan together aimed at the BCB practice
5. Have buyers re-perform set-up on their lines
6. Coach, guide, report and reward based on adherence to the program
Tools available:
Blue Chip Buyer Process Outline: The outline was developed by surveying the top buyers from top performing organizations.
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Set-Up Schedule Spreadsheet: A table that helps you plan and track the
set-up process.

Set a path
to
ensure that
more than
75% of your
team is
performing
at a Blue
Chip Buyer
level.

9. BUILD RELATIONAL BRIDGES

Objective: Invest in strategic relationships internally and externally
Questions to challenge:
Are you reaching out first to other departments or waiting for them? Are you sitting in their
meetings or are they coming to yours? Is your Champion equipped to establish strong connections? Is your team making a point to sit in on key supplier meetings that influence critical areas like new items and promotions?
Problems we commonly see: 1) When we mainly attend sales-led meetings, we are automatically in defense mode; 2) We allow an incorrect attitude toward the buying team to linger;
3) We don't provide development resources to help our team members learn to build effective
relationships.
Take steps to be great: Be the first to reach out to the company with a strategic plan. Lean
on your Champion and find the right connection point in each department.

Steps to take:
1. Create an attitude that you are in the center of the organization
2. Establish the proper connection points in each department.
3. Determine your current ’influence’ level with each department
4. Develop a campaign to educate departments on your buying process
5. Spearhead ‘projects’ to partner on with each department.
6. After success, build bridges with suppliers
Tools available: The wheel of influence

Determine
and
strengthen
your level
of influence
with every
department.

10. EXPOSE SUCCESS ACTIVELY

Objective: Communicate pro-actively with news, numbers and success
Questions to challenge:
What percentage of the time are you reacting to questions versus pro-actively updating the organization? Does your communication show that you are aware of issues and that they are
under control? Does your communication consistently support your team’s brand/image in an
impressive way?
Problems we commonly see: 1) Lack of a central point person for the team’s communication; 2) An atmosphere of keeping inventory results private, rather than exposing them much
like sales teams; 3) A lack of a ‘swagger’ within the team.
Take steps to be great: Create your team’s exposure strategy. This can include a combination of newsletters, email, meetings, a live buyer’s scoreboard and an ’professionally equipped’
buying team.

Steps to take:
1. Create a point person and a ‘face’ that represents your team.
2. Build a communication strategy with a mix of items:
- Weekly newsletter / email updates
- Quarterly reports including success of the team / individuals
- Educational meetings
3. Create a buyer scoreboard, highly visible for all teams to see
Tools available: Newsletter style templates are available for you

ProPro - active
exposure is
often the
missing
piece in
providing
momentum
for your
department .

THINK FINANCIALLY

Objective: In all things, instill a attitude of thinking financially
Questions to challenge:
What is the financial IQ of the team? What is your plan to educate the team on financial matters? Do your measurements and goals take into account the income statement of the organization?
Problems we commonly see: 1) Limiting measurements to service & inventory levels; 2) Not
understanding how the team influences the income statement of the organization; 3) Not attempting to reduce your ‘cost of goods’ through deal and price negotiating.
Take steps to be great: When it comes to setting your goals and measurements, drop everything and start over, thinking financially!

Steps to take:
1. Educate the team on how the company makes money.
2. Educate the team on how your customers make money.
3. Align your reports and measurements to the financial success
of your company, customers and members

Take every
opportunity
to educate
your team
on the
financial
aspects of
the
organization

BLUE RIDGE EDUCATION PATH

System Training - Please contact Blue Ridge to discuss the appropriate needs for your team
Learners Permit Phase
Level 1: Introduction & Foundations Education
Level 2: Intermediate Education & System Audit
Drivers License Phase
Level 3: Advanced - Investment Buyers Program
Level 4: Masters - Advanced Troubleshooting
Level 5: Champions Program (Held in Atlanta)
Certification Assessment Testing - Over 2500 tests provided in the last 3 years

3696 Largent Way, Suite 200 Marietta, GA 30064 Tel 404.214.0856

Fax 404.214.0861

www.blueridgeinventory.com

WWW.YOURWEBSITEHERE.COM
www.buyercampus.com

